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MAKE WAY

A NEW RANGE OF CHIC COLOURS.

PEARL SNOW WHITE

16-inch Alloy Wheels

15-inch Alloy Wheels

*Features shown in the brochure vary from variant to variant.
*Car is available in Petrol and Diesel in V, V+, Z, Z+ variants.

15-inch Steel Wheels
with Full Wheel Caps

METALLIC SILKY SILVER

PEARL METALLIC DIGNITY BROWN

METALLIC GLISTENING GRAY

PEARL SANGRIA RED

PEARL MIDNIGHT BLACK

METALLIC CLEAR BEIGE

ENTERTAIN YOURSELF, EFFORTLESSLY.

FEATURES DESIGNED TO EXCEED EXPECTATIONS.

SMARTPLAY INFOTAINMENT SYSTEM

ADVANCED CABIN FEATURES

When you’re driving the Ciaz, keeping yourself entertained requires little effort. Thanks to its SmartPlay

Ciaz is equipped with highly advanced features like Camera Assisted Reverse

Infotainment system. A range of features like Smartphone Linkage, Multi-touch Display, Complete Media

Parking, Keyless Push Start System and Smart Key. Along with that, intelligently

Connectivity, Navigation, Voice-recognition and Playback add a new dimension to entertainment on the move.

designed features like Overhead Console with Sunglasses Holder, Illuminated

Plus a Hi-tech MirrorLink Car-mode application enables you to duplicate your smartphone’s* screen onto the

Smart Key & Keyless Push Start System

detail of a passenger’s experience is thoughtfully addressed.

SmartPlay screen. That’s how, the Ciaz ensures that the only moment that isn’t entertaining enough is the one

when you’re stepping out.

Front Centre Armrest & Rear Armrest

LET NOTHING GET IN THE WAY OF INDULGENCE.
OUTSTANDING COMFORT
Ciaz is the longest and widest car in its class. No matter where you choose to sit, ample space

Overhead Console with Sunglasses Holder

adds to the comfort of your journey. Enhanced legroom, head room and shoulder room at the

back ensure that the driver isn’t the only one who’s pampered. Plus features like dedicated

AC Vents, exclusive 12V Charging Point, Rear Sunshade and Personal Reading Lamps prove that

the Ciaz makes no compromises in providing comfort to every passenger.

*Available with selected Smartphones.

Console Box and Front Centre Armrest with Utility Box ensure that every single

Rear AC Vents & Charging Point

Rear Sunshade

Rear Reading Lamps

Camera Assisted Reverse Parking

EVERYWHERE YOU GO,
SAFETY GOES ALONG.

THE TRAFFIC-STOPPER
IS HERE.

GO FURTHER FOR LESS.
BEST-IN-CLASS MILEAGE

STYLE THAT MAKES LIGHTS TURN GREEN.
DYNAMIC STYLING

HI-TECH SAFETY FEATURES
Ciaz offers class-leading fuel efficiency in both petrol and diesel

variants. Its refined K14M Petrol Engine and DDiS200 Diesel Engine

The body of Ciaz is built on the Suzuki Total Effective Control Technology

(STECT) concept to offer fortress-like protection to those inside the car.

STECT

Rear Parking Sensors

without compromising on mileage. The aerodynamic design and

The benefits of structural analysis with CAE technologies are complemented

by effective use of High Tensile Strength Steel for major parts to make the body

With ABS
BRAKES
APPLIED

stronger for better safety. Plus features like Dual Airbags, Seat Belt Pretensioners

Without ABS

low-rolling resistance tyres further enhance its fuel efficiency.

Ciaz blends the beauty of its curves with the boldness of its stance. While its classy

a respectful distance. And the critics are rolling out the red carpet.

design elements add a touch of sophistication, its sleek yet expansive body creates

The new Ciaz is here. With its bold stance, confident

a distinct impression. Its smoothly flowing lines don’t just complement its design but are

demeanour and elegant style, Ciaz is more than just a sedan.

aerodynamically styled to enhance fuel efficiency. The sleek proportions, strong shoulder line

It’s an attitude that defies norms. It’s a way of life that inspires you

and impressive character line further add to the style and make heads turn, again and again.
Projector Headlamps

BRAKES
APPLIED

to challenge the order. Above all, it’s a choice you make when
K14M

DDiS200
you’re determined to move ahead with unquestioned authority.

and Force Limiters, ABS with EBD and Rear Parking Sensors further add to the safety

of the passengers.

with Variable Geometry Turbocharger deliver impressive performance

The naysayers are stepping aside. The cynics are maintaining

Ciaz brings together new-age symbols of indulgence and
ABS with EBD
innovative ideas of efficiency. Its elegant design creates a superior

aesthetic appeal while its aerodynamic style adds a stunning

effect to its looks. At the heart of Ciaz is a power-packed engine

Aerodynamic Shape

Rear Combination Lamps

Elegant Chrome Grille

Stylish Alloys

that delivers a robust performance without compromising on fuel

efficiency. And with its refined interiors embedded with advanced

features, Ciaz truly sets the standards for the rest to aspire for.

No wonder, when you’re behind the wheel of Ciaz, the only

thing ahead is an open road.
Dual Airbags

